Optimize your system to maximize results

RSM’s NetSuite Optimization Roadmap® team analyzes your current NetSuite solution and delivers an actionable road map to a fully optimized system. RSM’s team has won NetSuite’s prestigious Partner of the Year award nine times, and in just a few weeks these experienced advisors can create an action plan for maximizing the NetSuite system to accomplish your business objectives.

RSM’S FOUR STEPS TO OPTIMIZATION

1. **Realize** – initiate discovery to understand your objectives and review existing processes

2. **Analyze** – evaluate current system and process, assess requirements and identify opportunities

3. **Strategize** – deliver a go-forward road map with timeline, estimates and resource requirements

4. **Optimize** – follow road map in-house or with RSM advisors to achieve objectives

“RSM’s Optimization Roadmap identified issues with our NetSuite advanced revenue management (ARM) module. We are now able to utilize the ARM module to automate revenue recognition and shorten our close process to less than 5 days.”

—Chris Ramsey, Chief Strategy Officer
THE OPTIMIZATION ROADMAP® RESULTS

Every system begins to change as soon as it goes live. Whether it’s new functionality, regular software updates or evolving business models, each change affects the processes and the performance of the system. RSM’s NetSuite specialists evaluate all of those factors and develop an actionable plan to optimize your system and yield impactful results:

- Reduced outstanding AR days
- Increased inventory turns
- Improved customer satisfaction
- Reduced time to close

WHY RSM?

> RSM is a longstanding NetSuite partner, winning its elite Worldwide Solution Provider Partner of the Year award nine times
> With dedicated industry teams, RSM’s experienced NetSuite specialists work to discover opportunities that best maximize NetSuite for your unique business objectives
> RSM is a trusted technology advisor to middle market businesses across all industries and is the nation’s leading provider of audit, tax and consulting services focused on the middle market
> RSM has 14,700 professionals in 82 U.S. cities, six locations in Canada and access to over 51,000 specialists in 123 countries

+1 800 274 3978
rsmus.com
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